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Abstract—TestFul is a novel evolutionary testing approach for object-oriented programs with complex internal states. In our preliminary experiments, it already outperformed some of the well-known search-based testing approaches. In this paper we show how TestFul can be further improved by leveraging three efficiency enhancement techniques: seeding, hybridization, and fitness inheritance. We considered four extensions of TestFul: three using each enhancement separately, and one using all of them at the same time. We used these new versions of TestFul to generate tests for six Java classes taken from the literature, public software libraries, and third party benchmarks. We compared the performance of the original TestFul against these new versions. Our results show that each enhancement technique results in a significant speed-up and, even more interesting, the highest improvement is achieved when all the enhancements are combined together.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thorough testing should be a fundamental activity of any software development process. Even if a careful testing process cannot guarantee the delivery of error-free systems, it would definitively help improve the quality of the final product and increase the confidence on its correctness. Several studies confirm the importance of this activity: for example, Tassey [1] estimated that $20 billions could be saved every year if better testing were performed.

Tests that exercise single classes, isolated from the rest of the system, are called unit tests, which are widely used given their ability to detect errors. However, even at this low level of granularity, it is not possible to exercise a class with all possible input values (even if we consider a function with only one integer parameter, there are $2^{32}$ possible configurations). Instead, tests must conform to some adequacy criteria. For example, the branch adequacy criteria requires that tests execute each branch of the class. This information can be used to measure the quality of tests by calculating the coverage of selected tests. For example, the branch coverage is the ratio between the number of branches exercised by a test and the total number of branches of the system being tested. The higher the coverage is, the more deeply the test exercises the system, hence the more likely it is to discover the errors it may contain.

However, testing a software system is an expensive activity, which can accounts for 50% of the overall cost of the development cycle [2]. Several approaches have been proposed to reduce these costs through automatic test generation. In particular, evolutionary testing [3] recently achieved significant results and appears to be one of the most promising approaches for the automatic generation of tests [4].

Evolutionary testing models the test-generation process as a search problem: individuals represent tests (i.e., sequences of statements); evolutionary computation is applied to search for the best tests (i.e., the sequences of statements which can highlight the highest number of errors). The vast majority of evolutionary testing methods apply a divide and conquer paradigm: once a coverage criterion is chosen (e.g., branch coverage), they identify a set of sub-goals that must be satisfies (e.g., each branch in the control flow graph), and target each of them separately. In [5], [6], we already showed that divide and conquer approaches may result in a dramatic waste of computational effort when applied to object-oriented systems with complex internal states. This is why we introduced TestFul, a holistic approach that (i) does not require the identification of sub-goals and therefore (ii) it works on the entire test-generation task (and not just on separate elements). We also applied TestFul to generate tests for Java classes (taken from the literature, public software libraries, and third party benchmarks) and compared its performance against other well-known search-based approaches. The first results show that TestFul can generate tests able to reach higher statement and branch coverages than other divide and conquer approaches.

In this work, we want to move TestFul a step further and improve its evolutionary engine by enriching it with advanced efficiency enhancement techniques (EETs). In particular, we consider three types of efficiency enhancements: seeding, hybridization, and fitness inheritance. Seeding improves the quality of the initial population to speed up the early stage of the evolutionary process (by providing better building blocks right from the start). Hybridization enriches typical (blind) mutation with local search that, by leveraging domain-specific information, can significantly improve the individuals (i.e., the candidate test). Fitness inheritance replaces, for some of the individuals in the population, an expensive fitness evaluation with an approximated fitness that is computed (inherited) from similar individuals.

We performed a set of experiments to test the actual improvement of the three efficiency enhancements on a benchmark of six Java classes, taken from the literature, public software libraries, and third party benchmarks. We tested each enhancement separately and also altogether. Results show that seeding, hybridization, and fitness inheritance significantly improve the performance of TestFul both when
they are applied separately and altogether. The highest improvement is obtained when all the enhancements are applied at the same time.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces TestFul while Section III introduces the methods of efficiency enhancement we used. Section IV describes the experimental set up. Section V presents the results of the evaluation we carried out on each enhancement separately and for the three methods altogether. Section VI surveys related approaches and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. TESTFUL

Stateful software systems, that is, systems with internal state, are extremely difficult to test since they require that objects be put in particular states before their functionality can be tested. One must first put objects in proper states and then provide the correct values for the input parameters of the behaviors to be tested. Arcuri [7] noted that reaching a proper state of the object under test can be expensive. In addition, once the desired configuration is achieved, it usually enables other behaviors, and new state configurations can be reached starting from the current one. This means that a smart test-generation framework should both reuse states to exercise different behaviors, and recognize those new states that are useful to exercise new behaviors.

TestFul\(^1\) is our framework for the automatic generation of unit tests for Java classes. It extends previous approaches by taking into account the internal state of objects to drive the exploration of the search space.

Test Representation. TestFul analyzes the class under test (CUT) to figure out all classes that might be involved in the test (the test cluster). This is done by considering the CUT and by transitively including the type of all parameters of all public methods (and constructors). Since abstract classes and interfaces can be used as formal parameters, TestFul asks the user for additional classes (i.e., concrete implementations of the abstract data types) and adds them to the test cluster. For each type contained in the test cluster, TestFul creates a set of variables, called context of the test. To enable polymorphism, TestFul stores an object of type \( \Lambda \) either in a variable with the same type or in a variable whose type is an ancestor of \( \Lambda \) (i.e., \( \Lambda \)'s super-classes or the interfaces implemented by \( \Lambda \)). Conversely, when an object is selected from a variable of type \( \Lambda \), it may be an instance of \( \Lambda \) or of one of its subclasses. TestFul renders a test (i.e., an individual of both the evolutionary algorithm and the local search) as a sequence of operations that work on the context (see Figure 1). Each test starts from an initial context in which variables containing a reference are set to null, and those containing a primitive value are not initialized. Each operation of the test uses primitive values and objects —including instances of the class under test— taken from the variables in the context, and also saves the results in these variables. This way, a test can make the values and objects in the context evolve and make them reach complex configurations.

\(^1\)TestFul is available at http://code.google.com/p/testful/.
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Fig. 1. Test representation.

We consider the following operations:

- **assign** assigns a primitive value —i.e., boolean, byte, integer, long, float, double— to a variable in the context with the proper type.
- **create** creates an object by using available constructors, and stores its reference in a variable of the context. As for parameters, it uses objects and primitive values taken from the variables in the context. If one of the parameters has a primitive type and the variable is not initialized, the operation is not valid and it is skipped.
- **invoke** invokes a method. The receiving object and actual parameters are taken from the variables in the context. If the method returns a non-void value, it may be stored in a variable of the context. Note that if the method mutates the state of some objects picked from the context, the change will be reflected on subsequent operations using the same variable. Like with create, if one of the used parameters is a primitive type and it is not initialized, the operation is skipped since it is not valid.

**Evolutionary Testing.** TestFul employs an evolutionary algorithm to search for the tests able to reach all the interesting internal states. To recognize them, we use the level of structural coverage (both statement and branch coverage) that each test achieves. The higher it is, the better a test is able to exercise a class, and thus it should put objects in interesting states.

These coverage values are only measurable by executing the test on an instrumented version of the class, but this operation is extremely time-consuming, especially when a long test is being evaluated. To increase performance, we want the test to be compact: given two tests with the same ability to exercise the system, we favor the shortest one.

To summarize, the fitness function \( f(t) \) of a test \( t \) consists of three parts:

\[
f(t) = (t.length, stmtCov(t), brCov(t))
\]

where \( t.length \) is the size of the test, measured as number of operations, and must be minimized; \( stmtCov(t) \) and \( brCov(t) \) represent, respectively, statement and branch coverages, and they must be maximized.

Recombination operators mix tests, reassembling sequences of operations able to reach interesting states. For
this reason, during recombination, we manage each operation as-is, without changing the objects it refers to or the values it uses. To generate new tests, TestFul takes two sequences from the previous generation, and cuts their list of operations at a random point. Children are obtained by recombining the four pieces. The first (second) child is generated by concatenating the first part of the first (second) parent with the second part of the second (first) parent. Since the cut points may be different in parents, it is likely that one child becomes longer than the other. The recombination of variable-length individuals tends to produce tests that are long enough to adequately cover the class under test. However, the evolutionary algorithm is guided to penalize unnecessarily long sequences.

Mutation modifies new individuals to avoid local optima. We propose a simple mutation that may randomly (i) remove an operation from the test, or (ii) add a randomly generated operation at a random point of the test.

Parallelization. TestFul allows master-slave parallelization to speed-up the fitness evaluation by distributing the execution of tests across available processors. Note however that, TestFul works on a single population, only fitness evaluations are distributed onto available processors, while selection, crossover, and mutation are performed on the entire population.

III. EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

Our previous work [5] shows that TestFul can generate short tests for Java classes with complex internal states. Those experiments used classes taken from the literature, public software libraries, and third party benchmarks, and showed encouraging results. By leveraging powerful multi-objective evolutionary search, TestFul was able to generate better tests than other search-based approaches.

However, we also noted [5] that search-based and evolutionary testing are still computationally expensive and require a significant amount of CPU time. This is why this paper focuses on improving the evolutionary engine of TestFul through the use of modern efficiency enhancement techniques (EETs) [8], [9]. In particular, we focused on three classes of techniques: seeding, hybridization, and fitness inheritance.

Seeding. In [5], [6], TestFul considered an initial population of randomly generated tests. However, later analyses revealed that such random populations usually have poor quality and contain tests that are not able to exercise any feature of the class being tested. As a consequence, TestFul’s evolutionary engine would start from a scarce supply of building blocks, which might hinder the search [9].

To mitigate this problem, this work adds an initial seeding step to TestFul to improve the quality of the initial population and speed up the early stage of the evolutionary process (by providing better building blocks right from the start). For this purpose, we applied a very short step of random testing to generate the initial population of TestFul. Random testing simply performs random sequences of invocations, and we only keep the best ones as tests. In our previous experiments [5], we showed that random test usually finds good tests in the very first moments of its application. Accordingly, we seeded the initial population by applying a short 60-second run of random testing. This resulted in a higher-quality initial population and in an initial supply of good building blocks.

Hybridization. TestFul recombines tests that put objects in different states to generate tests that exercise new features. Some classes however have features only exercisable via precise sequences of invocations. If the population does not contain all the invocations needed, recombination and mutation can hardly generate a suitable test, quickly and reliably.

To mitigate this issue, and speed up the search, we hybridized the evolutionary algorithm of TestFul by introducing a mutation operator based on a step of local search. Note that, we run local search only on a small portion of individuals. In particular, we considered three policies: best, 5%, and 10%. The first one only selects the best test found so far; the other ones randomly select the 5% or 10% of individuals from the entire population.

The local search targets a reachable but uncovered branch, which may represent a functionality not exercised yet. A branch b is said to be reachable, but not exercised, when it belongs to a condition already evaluated and b has never been taken. We only focus on these types of branches because they are easy to reach (we only have to change the outcome of a single condition) and they require less effort than the more advanced methods used in [3]. In fact, other branches would require much more effort, more conditions should be considered, and would also result in a huge overhead for the system.

The local search focuses on the selected branch, and uses a simple hill climbing to modify the test and execute the selected branch. To modify the test, it randomly picks an operation and: (i) removes it, or (ii) adds a random operation before or after it, or (iii) changes the values it uses: if the selected operation stores a primitive value in a variable of the context (i.e., it is an assign operation), we might also try to change the stored value. We add a random value to the original one, or flip its value if it is a boolean variable. To drive the local search process, we use simplified version of the fitness used in [10] as scoring metric.

Fitness Inheritance. The evaluation of the fitness function is extremely expensive since it requires the execution of an entire test sequence, and thus test generation can be dramatically slow. To speed up the evaluation, we introduced the concept of fitness inheritance. At each generation, the usual fitness evaluation is only performed on part of the population, while remaining individuals (corresponding to the proportion p, of the population) inherit the fitness from their parents. Fitness inheritance has been widely used and proved effective in many applications (e.g., [8], [11]).
To add fitness inheritance in TestFul, we enhanced the crossover operator to calculate the inherited fitness of a newly created test as a function of its parents’ fitness and their number of statements. Note that, such an inherited fitness is cheap to compute, but it only provides an approximation.

In TestFul, we tested two strategies to distribute the computational effort among individuals: uniform selection chooses the individuals randomly from the population by using a uniform distribution; frontier selection focuses on the best individuals on the frontier. The latter mainly evaluates the most promising individuals, making them less likely to inherit the fitness from their parents.

IV. Design of Experiments

To evaluate the improvement in performance introduced by the use of efficiency enhancements, we devised a benchmark consisting of the six classes of Table I, and compared the original version of TestFul [5], [6] against (i) the three enhanced versions using each of the enhancements and (ii) the version with all the enhancements altogether. We run each version of TestFul ten times for 10 minutes of CPU time each and traced the evolution of the best solutions found in terms of branch coverage. The higher the branch coverage is, the more valuable generated tests are.

Disjoint Set (Fast). This class handles dynamic partitions of a set \(X\) composed of the first \(n\) integers, where \(n\) is specified when the object is instantiated. The class ensures that the union of all subsets is \(X\) and the intersection between any two subsets is empty. At the beginning there are \(n\) subsets, one for each element in \(X\). The user can thus join two subsets, or find the subset a number belongs to. The authors [12] provide two implementations of this class: we choose the one marked as fast, which is more challenging.

Fraction. This is an immutable class that represents fractions and provides the basic operations between them. This class is taken from the Apache Commons Maths library [13] and it is widely used in several products.

Red-Black Tree. The internal data structure of this class is the Red-Black tree, a self-balancing tree with search, insert, and remove methods with a time complexity of \(O(\log(n))\). For this reason, the same data structure is used in the Sun’s implementation of the class java.util.TreeMap, which is used in several related work as benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name &amp; Provenience</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Cyclomatic complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disjoint Set Fast [12]</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction [13]</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Black Tree [12]</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting [12]</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Array [12]</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Machine [14]</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

To add fitness inheritance in TestFul, we enhanced the crossover operator to calculate the inherited fitness of a newly created test as a function of its parents’ fitness and their number of statements. Note that, such an inherited fitness is cheap to compute, but it only provides an approximation.

In TestFul, we tested two strategies to distribute the computational effort among individuals: uniform selection chooses the individuals randomly from the population by using a uniform distribution; frontier selection focuses on the best individuals on the frontier. The latter mainly evaluates the most promising individuals, making them less likely to inherit the fitness from their parents.

IV. Design of Experiments

To evaluate the improvement in performance introduced by the use of efficiency enhancements, we devised a benchmark consisting of the six classes of Table I, and compared the original version of TestFul [5], [6] against (i) the three enhanced versions using each of the enhancements and (ii) the version with all the enhancements altogether. We run each version of TestFul ten times for 10 minutes of CPU time each and traced the evolution of the best solutions found in terms of branch coverage. The higher the branch coverage is, the more valuable generated tests are.

Disjoint Set (Fast). This class handles dynamic partitions of a set \(X\) composed of the first \(n\) integers, where \(n\) is specified when the object is instantiated. The class ensures that the union of all subsets is \(X\), and the intersection between any two subsets is empty. At the beginning there are \(n\) subsets, one for each element in \(X\). The user can thus join two subsets, or find the subset a number belongs to. The authors [12] provide two implementations of this class: we choose the one marked as fast, which is more challenging.

Fraction. This is an immutable class that represents fractions and provides the basic operations between them. This class is taken from the Apache Commons Maths library [13] and it is widely used in several products.

Red-Black Tree. The internal data structure of this class is the Red-Black tree, a self-balancing tree with search, insert, and remove methods with a time complexity of \(O(\log(n))\). For this reason, the same data structure is used in the Sun’s implementation of the class java.util.TreeMap, which is used in several related work as benchmark.

Sorting. This class manages a sequence of numbers, allowing the user to add a number at the end of the list and to retrieve the sorted list. The class implements the following sorting algorithms: Insertion Sort, Shell Sort, Heap Sort, Merge Sort, and Quick Sort.

Stack Array. This class implements the stack data structure with LIFO (Last-In, First-Out) access policy. The implementation internally uses an array with a fixed capacity, checking for overflows (the user tries to insert an element in a full stack) and underflows (the user tries to remove an element from an empty stack).

The State Machine. This class is inspired by a function present in the VIM text editor [14]. It implements a state machine with ten states that verifies whether the user activates a certain functionality by providing a particular sequence of ten characters.

V. Empirical Results

We compared each enhancement against the original version of TestFul [5], [6] by using the benchmark of Table I. All the experiments discussed here were run on an Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q6600@2.40GHz with 4 gigabytes of RAM.

To evaluate the improvements, we first computed the average performance of the best individual during the evolution using the original and an enhanced version of TestFul. Figure 2 reports the performance plots for some of the experiments: \(x\) represents the time elapsed, while \(y\) summarizes the average branch coverage of the best test created so far. We calculated the average evolution speed as the integral of the average branch coverage with respect to time. We used this value to compare the enhanced version of TestFul against the base one, and measure the improvement ratio (Table II).

Seeding. Seeding leads to significant improvements in all the classes (ranging from 11.75% to a stunning 98.27%), but the State Machine. The initial population generated through random testing supplies good building blocks to the evolutionary engine that fruitfully mixes them and generates better tests quickly.

In simple problems, like the Fraction, seeding can almost solve the problem (Figure 2(a)): the branch coverage in the initial population is very close to the optimum. Class Fraction is however very simple and therefore also the original TestFul quickly reaches the optimum, and the overall improvement due to seeding is only 11.75% (Table II). In [6], we noticed that random testing was able to work better than TestFul on class Fraction. We explained this phenomenon by considering that the Fraction is a class with a simple internal state (just composed of a numerator and a denominator), but with a huge number of possible configurations. TestFul uses an incremental approach and works longer on discovered states. Instead, random testing does not impose any guidance and explores the search space wider: it performs better in early phases, slowing down later on.

The seeding technique exploits the initial good performance of random testing to create an initial population with
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Seeding</th>
<th>Hybridization</th>
<th>Fitness Inheritance</th>
<th>overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>best 5% 10%</td>
<td>frontier uniform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disjoint Set Fast</td>
<td>+53.79%</td>
<td>+43.94% +35.61% +28.13%</td>
<td>+36.45% +5.84%</td>
<td>+54.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction</td>
<td>+11.75%</td>
<td>-1.05% -16.69% -18.97%</td>
<td>-15.72% -5.98%</td>
<td>+10.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Black Tree</td>
<td>+98.27%</td>
<td>+64.78% +24.01% +6.07%</td>
<td>-18.57% +26.88%</td>
<td>+90.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>+13.35%</td>
<td>+15.90% +12.23% +9.69%</td>
<td>+13.58% +16.50%</td>
<td>+18.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Array</td>
<td>+19.06%</td>
<td>+18.21% +18.36% +18.33%</td>
<td>+0.55% +1.73%</td>
<td>+19.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Machine</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>+399.97% +347.49% +315.39%</td>
<td>same same</td>
<td>+472.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>average</strong></td>
<td>+32.70%</td>
<td>+90.29% +70.17% +59.77%</td>
<td>+2.72% +7.83%</td>
<td>+110.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

*IMPROVEMENT WITH EACH EVOLUTIONARY ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE.*

good building blocks, so the evolution starts with a good branch coverage, very close to the optimal one. Hence, *TestFul* easily recombinates the tests and generates optimal tests for the class faster than the normal version.

In more complex problems, like Red-Black Tree, seeding provides a better starting point for the evolutionary search and results in a faster convergence to the optimal solution (Figure 2(b)). In this case, the original *TestFul* cannot reach the same performance (in the limited time we set), accordingly, the improvement due to seeding is high, i.e., 98.27%.

Seeding is not effective on the State Machine (Table II), where we have already shown [6] that random testing cannot generate good tests even when applied for large amounts of CPU time. Accordingly, it is also unable to create interesting individuals for the initial population in *TestFul*.

**Hybridization.** The data in Table II suggest that the performance improvements due to hybridization heavily depend on the type of the class under test.

Hybridization works well on classes with complex internal states that are difficult to reach, as in the case of the State Machine. Instead, when applied to a class with simple state and a huge number of configurations (e.g., class Fraction), hybridization may even slow down the convergence to the optimum (Figure 2(c)).

This can be explained by considering that, in this particular type of problems, the exploration of feasible configurations is more important than reaching a particular state. In the experiments discussed here, all versions of *TestFul* run for the same amount of CPU time. Accordingly, hybridization introduces an overhead that results in a decrease of the overall performance since it reduces the CPU time available for the exploration.

When applied to typical classes (with a moderately difficult internal state), the hybridization can lead to an interesting gain in performance, as shown in Figure 2(d) for class Disjoint Set Fast.

Overall, the results of Table II suggest that it is better to apply the local search on the best elements of the population (laying on the frontier). In fact, our novel hybridization technique that focuses on the best elements outperforms the traditional hybridization approach, which adopts a uniform sampling of the whole population.

**Fitness Inheritance.** Inheritance reduces the number of fitness evaluations, but it usually introduces noise that may hinder the convergence to the optimum. Hence, to analyze the effect of fitness inheritance in *TestFul* we have to consider two important aspects. On one hand, we must study the speed-up perceived by the evolutionary engine: each generation requires fewer evaluations, thus it is possible to process more generations within the same time-limit. For this purpose, Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the average number of generations processed against the elapsed simulation time. As foreseen, fitness inheritance allows the evolutionary engine to complete more generations. Note that in complex problems (e.g., class Red-Black Tree), the gain is moderate with the uniform selection policy, while it is higher if the evaluation effort is focused on the frontier. The former might overestimate long tests, leading to a population with longer elements. This phenomenon is limited if the elements on the frontier are evaluated more often.

On the other hand, we must analyze the ability of the evolutionary engine to deal with a noisy fitness function. To recognize whether the noise hinder the evolutionary process, we consider the average branch coverage achieved by the best individual. The improvement on all considered classes is positive, albeit limited. However, it heavily depends on the characteristic of the class being tested. For the State Machine, fitness inheritance results in the same performance. This is due to the poor guidance that the fitness function provides for this class; thus, reducing the number of evaluations does not help achieve better results.

In classes with a great number of simple states (e.g., Fraction), the recombination likely generates tests that will exercise new behaviors. However, this can only be detected when the test is evaluated, and fitness inheritance is likely to hinder the convergence (see Figure 2(g)). This phenomenon is amplified if we focus the evaluation effort on the frontier: the evolutionary engine focuses more on the same set of elements. This phenomenon is limited if the elements on the frontier are evaluated more often.
to its actual value. Moreover, new behaviors are easier to reach by working on tests able to exercise more behaviors; better results are achieved when the evaluation effort if focused on the frontier.

**Overall Improvement.** At the end, we enabled all the three efficiency enhancement techniques and chose the best hybridization policy and the uniform fitness inheritance. The results of Table II (column overall) show that in all the classes there is a significant improvement over the original version of TestFul. In some cases, these efficiency enhancement techniques allow TestFul to generate faster a test with the same structural coverage (see the results for class Fraction in Figure 2(i)). However, they also allow TestFul to generate tests with higher quality (see the results for class Sorting in Figure 2(j)).

Note that different efficiency enhancement techniques can cooperate to increase the performance even more. This is the case of the State Machine: hybridization only improves performance of 400%, while fitness inheritance has no effect. However, when applied together, hybridization enables fitness inheritance to contribute more in increasing performance, reaching a speed-up of 473%.

VI. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, nobody applied efficiency enhancement techniques to evolutionary testing. Probably, this is due to the divide and conquer approach generally used to tackle test generation. By focusing on reaching each structural element separately, the generation of a good initial population and the creation of a hybridization mechanism are hindered, and the approach is more susceptible to noise in the fitness function.

In contrast, TestFul uses a holistic approach to test generation, which also allows us to introduce efficiency enhancement techniques. For this purpose, we exploited principles behind other search-based approaches. This section briefly overviews these works, which are categorized in two main groups: blind and guided search techniques.

**Blind search.** Random testing [15] is probably the most famous search-based approach for the automatic generation of tests. It simply performs a random sequence of invocations on the system under test. Notwithstanding its simplicity, random testing can be as effective as other traditional approaches [16]. When failures are detected, random testing tools are able to provide witnesses, which are sequences of operations able to reveal the failure. In contrast, the use of randomly-generated tests for regression testing is problematic. It is possible to identify two parts of the process: ensuring that errors fixed in the past are not reintroduced, and ensuring that the new version provides functionality that must be preserved. The former is satisfiable by means of witnesses. The latter instead necessitates the replay of the whole sequence of random operations. This operation requires a huge amount of time, but it allows one to obtain the same level of confidence on the system achieved through random testing.

Among available approaches, we mention AutoTest [17], one of the most advanced tools for random testing, specifically designed for object-oriented systems. By exploiting its principles, we created jAutoTest, a Java implementation that mainly differs from the original tool in the ability to generate a synopsis of executed tests. It monitors the random execution of the system, storing those operations able to exercise uncovered statements or branches. Consequently, the synopsis achieves the same level of coverage as the whole random execution, and it is used by the seeding technique to create a better initial population.

To augment effectiveness, some works also propose adaptive random testing (ART) to ensure that generated values are equally distributed over the input domain [18]. The idea is that the more distant values are, the better they are able to reveal failures. However, empirical studies show that ART tools do not discover failures earlier; instead they reveal a different set of failures. Other approaches, such as [19], enhance traditional random test with taboo-search. They generate tests incrementally by adding a randomly-chosen operation to a previous test. If a test is able to create objects not equivalent to those created in previous tests, it is used as basis for generating new sequences.

**Guided search.** Other search-based test generation techniques are guided since the search process is directed towards the satisfaction of a goal. Usually, the goal is to reach the maximum coverage for a given criterion (e.g., cover all branches in the system). The approaches proposed so far tackle separately each uncovered structural element identified by the coverage criterion [20]. Before applying the search algorithm, the system under test is analyzed to select the set of structural elements of interest. For example, branch coverage identifies all the edges outgoing from each conditional statement, and path coverage identifies all the execution paths of the system. Then, the algorithm selects one of these structural elements and uses a search algorithm to generate a test able to reach it. These proposals follow the “divide and conquer” approach, handling each structural element separately from the others even if they are often tightly related. Trying to reach each element by starting from scratch requires unnecessary effort. This phenomenon is particularly important in stateful systems since a lot of effort is required to put objects in useful states.

There are several works that refine the structure-oriented approach by proposing functions able to better guide the search process. Initially, they use the control flow graph of the program to judge the distance of the test to reach the desired structural element [10], [21]. By comparing the execution flow of the test with the control flow graph, one can identify the conditional statement responsible for the deviation of the execution flow from the target. The quality of the test is then judged by using two elements: approach level and branch distance. The first measures the number of conditional statements between the flow deviation and
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the target. The second focuses on the conditional statements where the execution flow deviates from the desired one, and measures the distance between the actual values and those needed to take the branch that leads to the target. These proposals are able to guide the search process successfully towards the selected target, but they are not able to deal with dependencies not reported in the control flow graph. As an example, they must be extended to cope with flag variables: in this case one must also analyze the data flow graph of the program as proposed in the chaining approach [22] and subsequent refinements [23]. Stateful systems introduce many more hidden dependencies, and to the best of our knowledge, nobody has proposed a fitness function able to make them explicit.

Moreover, these proposals work on stateless systems: they consider a single function invocation and generate the input parameters to reach the selected structural element. In contrast, Tonella [3] focuses on object-oriented systems, and for each branch in the class under test, he searches for a sequence of operations able to prepare the state of the objects and exercise the selected branch. However, his work does not capitalize on the state of objects: the fitness function is the same as that of works that operate on stateless systems, and when a new branch is targeted, the search process re-starts from scratch.

The hybridization technique proposed in this paper is inspired by these works. It focuses on a single branch of the system, and modifies a test to execute it. However, we chose as starting element a test able to reach the condition that implies that branch, hence we can rely on a cheaper search algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an improved version of the evolutionary component of TestFul, our framework for the automatic generation of tests for Java classes. We considered three efficiency enhancement techniques: *seeding*, *hybridization*, and *fitness inheritance*. The first provides TestFul with a high-quality initial population that can speed up the initial part of the evolutionary process. The second hybridizes the evolutionary algorithm with a local search that can improve the discovery of new structural elements. The third speeds up the search process by replacing the evaluation of the fitness function of some individuals with an estimated fitness inherited from their parents.

We evaluated the different efficiency techniques on a set of classes taken from open-source libraries and other independent benchmarks. Our results, although limited to the considered problems, show a huge improvement of the test generation process. TestFul was able to achieve better results by using less computational resources.

Our future work includes a deeper exploration of the *seeding* technique to increase the performance of TestFul when applied on newer versions of a tested class. In this case, we plan to adapt the previously generated tests for the class to work with its newer version. Moreover, we also plan to investigate the possibility to seed the initial population for testing a class $C$ with tests generated for classes similar to $C$ (e.g., those implementing the same interfaces).
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